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Douglas ' votes were distributed nationally and Constitutional Unionist John Bell 's votes centered in
Tennessee , Kentucky , and Virginia. Several battles had already taken place--near Manassas Junction in
Virginia, in the mountains of western Virginia where Union victories paved the way for creation of the new
state of West Virginia, at Wilson's Creek in Missouri, at Cape Hatteras in North Carolina, and at Port Royal in
South Carolina where the Union navy established a base for a blockade to shut off the Confederacy's access to
the outside world. Many People believed that the war would be over quickly they thought it was more of an
uprising then a full on war. This left them to mainly be defending their territory. They believed that they were
fighting to preserve the New World in the same way that the Founding Fathers fought for independence in
their time In addition it cost an extreme amount of money for the nation which possibly could have been
avoided if the war had turned to happen a little differently. Essay Topic: War , Army Sorry, but copying text is
forbidden on this website! The Union Navy had been already been accepting African American volunteers.
The Crittenden Compromise of was an expression of this view. From April 15, to April, the United States was
between the north and south of the war, also known as the American Civil war. This was the victory for the
African American people for the freedom of the slavery. In addition to that as the war was coming to its end,
federal authorities found themselves presiding over the transition from slavery to freedom. Thus, the American
Civil War started. But, this great declaration of independence did have some holes. The war also stems from
slavery, the North and South basically fought over whether or not slavery should be permitted. The last
significant battles raged around the Siege of Petersburg. The masses flocked to him, and many joined the war
effort in any way they could. The South only wished to be left alone, and to go on with their lives and let their
slavery be untouched. Abraham Lincoln wanted to preserve the union and that could only be attained by civil
war. Even today, the divide between North and South exists. He also had a problem in dealing with a lack of
soldiers to fight for the Confederacy. Rebel groups formed throughout the country and approached the capital
in  Civil rights include amendments like the freedom of speech, press, and assembly. Popular sovereignty is
the ideal that people could choose their laws such ideal Lewis Cass first brought up The Civil War was a
severely catastrophic event for both the North and the South There are some very obvious differences between
the two regions. Knowing that this was a topic probably gave the slaves hope that they would too soon be free,
but it was probably like playing spades The memory includes the home front, military affairs, the treatment of
soldiers, both living and dead, in the war's aftermath, depictions of the war in literature and art, evaluations of
heroes and villains, and considerations of the moral and political lessons of the war. From Virginia to Texas,
their future foes on the battlefield enlisted to preserve a social order, a social order at its core built on the
institution of slavery and racial superiority. The Civil War was a war between Northern and Southern states as
a result of major differences and opposing views The dividing of a newly birthed nation upon itself - the
turmoil created threatened to collapse a unified yearning for independence. It seems, as though, the
Confederate ignored this rule more than the Union. History, approximately , lives were taken during the
American Civil War. When it came to slavery in the United States, Lincoln was extremely against it


